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INTRODUCTION

Battle of the Band is an Action-Comedy animated series
concept centred around a band called ‘Birthday Bash!’

Seeing it as their one way ticket to fame they enter a
Battle of the Bands competition, but when they sign the
contract - they accidentally sign their souls to the Devil!

Now with Mr. Devil as their manager, the band must fight
demons and win the competition to have possession of

their souls once again!

There’s only one problem: Mr. Devil’s long time rival,
Ms. Angel has her own band ready to snatch the win!

Who will win the competition?! Can Birthday Bash defeat
their rivals, or will their souls be trapped for eternity?!

DID I LEAVE THE MY HAIR STRAIGHTENERS ON?! OH GOD I
THINK I LEFT MY HAIR STRAIGHTENERS ON

Find out all about the bands in this issue of:
Battle of the Band: the Art Book!

INTERVIEWS!

…AND MORE!

TRIVIA!

ATTEMPTSAT HUMOUR!

Throughout the book, I will be leaving
Journalist notes that look like this.



INTRODUCING YOU TO…



GIRL SCOUTS AND THE
MAFIA - TO ALIENS AND
ROBOTS! THIS BAND’S

BEAT THEM ALL! Name: Lela Starborn!
Age: 16

Height: 5’4”
Role: Lead Singer

Bio:
Yuki Hoshi, who goes by her

stage name Lela Starborn was
Born in Sapporo, Japan and

Moved to America at the age of
2. When she was 12, She briefly
Returned to Japan to join J-Pop
Group ‘Cute, Pop, Perfect!’

(CPP)

Fun Fact:
She can’t spell ocurence.

BIRTHDA
Y BASH! CHERRYLELA

NOAH VJOHNNY

In this gripping issue, I will be
Conducting interviews with the most
Hyped band of 2XXX, Birthday Bash!

You’ll be introduced to the band, its
Members, their manager and

their opponents as they are set to
Compete in this year’s nationwide
Battle of the Bands competition!

We’ll also get a look into their
Competitors!

So join me, Margot Cassady as we
Follow what People Magazine called
“The Least Likely Band To Win”!

MEET
THE MEMBERS OF…

NOAH
LELA

JOHNNY
CHERRY

V

Birthday Bash! Are a group of young artists who are debuting in this year’s nationwide Battle of the Bands
Competition! The group consists of 16 year old Noah Davis, who recruited the other members by handing

out flyers in his neighbourhood. In his words, he says:
“I didn’t really get much of a say on who was in the band… I asked my neighbour Johnny if he wanted to join
And he pretty much started taking complete control. No one asked him to. Plus, no one else wanted to join.”

Name: Cherry Hart
Age: 19

Height: 5’10”
Role: Bassist

Bio:
Cherry Hart is a current college
student studying music. She
was formally part of her

church’s christian rock band
until she did an impromptu

performance of her first original
song ‘Sweet like Cherries’.
The church loved it, but she
had to leave for college.

Fun Fact:
Is scared of pasta.

Name: Victoria Harris
Age: 12

Height: 4’ 5”
Role: Drummer

Bio:
Victoria, Who goes by ‘V’, goes
to an all-girls catholic school.

She isn’t much of a rule
follower, so she is often having
arguments with her parents.
Her recent rebellious phase
has resulted in her running

away from home and joining a
band.

Fun Fact:
Plays the Harp, Saxophone and

Tuba.

Name: Noah Davis
Age: 16

Height: 5’7”
Role: Keytarist

Bio:
Noah Davis started his music
Career creating remixes of his
favourite video game music.
He was reached out by the
game’s composer telling him
‘If you don’t stop messing with
my music I’ll sue you.’ So to get
back at him he made an almost
identical game in both gameplay

and soundtrack. It sold 3
copies.

Fun Fact:
Had an egg and cheese bagel

for breakfast.

Name: Johnny Romano
Age: 19

Height: 6’3”
Role: Guitarist

Bio:
Johnny Romano, A.K.A
‘Goldfish’ was a regular
Performer at a local bar,

‘Hellfire’ after he snuck in with a
Fake ID and started a brawl for
‘funsies’. Now the bar owner

Makes him perform for free and
In return, he wont tell his parents

what happened.

Fun Fact:
All of the fact he tried to tell me

weren’t fun. Just illegal.

I called her mom. She knows where
she is. She’ll be back for dinner.

Is the bar owner blackmailing him…?
Should I call the police…?



Within the Story, Johnny acts as the ‘leader’
Of the group, but finds his recklessness and
Arrogance often do him more harm than
Good.

He’s an older-sibling type to the younger
Members of the group, but in a way
That is overly bossy and annoying
To most.

Despite this, he’s a loyal and
Strong-willed individual who
Can bounce back from any
Challenge, and looks at every
Opportunity from a positive point of
View!

Johnny ‘goldfish’ Romano
THE SELF-P

ROCLAIMED LEADER
…

INTERVIEW!

I see here that your nicknames is…
Goldfish? Could you explain that for
My Reader. Readers. Multiple Readers.

Then why isn't your middle name
Bubbles?

Riiiight. So what happened to Bubbles?
How did he… you know.

And just to be clear, Bubbles is a…

That makes everything clearer.

That’s… kinda sick, actually.

It’s dedicated to my good old pal
Bubbles. Best pal I ever had. We
hardly knew ye.

Ferret.

Yeah the little guy loved to eat
goldfish. Everytime I got a new one
we’d find him running around with it
days later. Not because I fed them to
Him to get back at my little sister for
Telling mom about the party I had
That burned the house down or
Anything.

Right?! Siblings should keep
Eachother’s secrets!

That would just be embarrassing.

What? Oh, he’s not dead. He’s
Moved on up in the world, broski.
He works for a tech company now.



INTERVIEW!

Hi! It’s great to meet you! I’m such a huge
Fan of ‘Cute, Pop, Perfect!’

That last part I believe… You’re not
What I expected you to be like.

Perhaps we should talk about
Something else… how did this band
Come to be?

I’m sorry?

I said perhaps…

You got the group’s name wrong…
It’s ‘Cute, Pop, Perfect!’

I feel some resentment here.

Indeed, it is she! Lela Starborn of
‘Pop, Cute, Perfect’ Fame! Marvel at
Her beauty and radiance!

PUPPIES?!

YOU SAID PUPPIES!

PFFFT, Whatever! More like… More
Like… ‘Who, Heckin’, Cares’! Am I
Riiiiiiiiight?

Resentment? Me? I could never? I
Don’t have a resentful bone in my
Body, I don’t even know how to spell
It!

LELA STARBoRN

PRINCESS OF POP…

Lela stands up and does a flashy
Pose. It’s kind of awkward.

She isn’t listening to me, She’s
Scraping her fingernails across

The table angrily.

She looks at me, unimpressed,
Stands up, and leaves.

Lela is the supportive best friend with too
Much energy. She’s loud, obnoxious and all
Too naïve, in a wholesome, adorable way.

Not the brightest of the bunch, She
Often finds herself in strange
Predicaments due to her lack

Of foresight or preparation.

She lives life freely, without
Any concrete plans. And

That’s the way she likes it!

Despite this, she’s a very
Emotional soul, almost too
Emotional as she tends to get

Attached to things to quickly
And is easily swayed by a
Sob story.



Victoria, Preferring to go by ‘V’, Is a rebellious
Teen girl with a reckless personality.
Oftentimes, her plans coincide with
Johnny’s dumb ideas and the two
Get along like a pair of arguing
Siblings. Victoria is less emotionally

Driven, and has a more angsty view
On life and situations.

Her band life is filled with chaos and
Madness, but her home and school life

Is anything but. Her parents are
Determined she will become a lawyer,
And she spends most of her time
Studying. A recent argument
Between herself and her parents

Was the catalyst for her rebellious
phase.

VICT
ORI

A ’V’
HAR

RIS
THE REBEL SCHOOLGIRL…

SHE JUST THREATE
NED

ME FOR NOT CALLING
HER V…

INTERVIEW!

Could you please not set the table on
Fire?

So, From what I understand you’re not
The talkative type. That’s okay! Perhaps
You can talk me through your life. What
Made you want to become a drummer
At such a young age?

WHAT?! OH MY GOSH SHOULD I CALL
YOUR PARENTS?!

…I’m 26?

You have a serious attitude problem,
Little girl.

It wasn’t a compliment.

…I guess.
Ew.

Thank you.

I’m aware. I’m bored of this interview.
And you need to go back to the old
folk’s home, so…

They’re holding me captive. I don’t
Have a choice.

I was joking. Lol. Old people are so
Cringe.



Noah has three favourite past times, and all
Of them include video games. He spends
Almost every second of his day with his head
Down, playing games on one device or another.

He’s not anti-social, but not a complete social
Butterfly either. He’s a perfectly average,
Mildly boring but wildly passionate individual
When it comes to music.

Throughout the story he finds himself
Being dragged into weird situations by

His band mates and is slowly
Stretched thin emotionally by
Their antics.

He cares a lot for his friends,
Even if its only conveyed in
Passive aggressive remarks.

NOAH DAVIS

THE BAND’S CREAToR…
INTERVIEW!

Take a deep breath, introduce yourself,
And what you do! That sounds Really, Really fun, but

I don’t know if It–

….greeeeaaat.

Sure, I’ll see you on the web, or
Whatever.

…Don’t you want to talk about your
band?

I’m not really much of a gamer

Okay… Hey readers, I’m Noah. I’m 16,
And I like to play video games Great! I finally have someone who

Wants to play it with me! I can even
Get you some sweet armour!

Great! I finally have someone who
Wants to play it with me! I can even
Get you some sweet armour!

Pog.

I’d rather talk about video games.

HAVE YOU HEARD OF LAST
FANTASY 15? IT’S A GREAT GAME,
IT’S NOW FREE TO PLAY UP TO
LEVEL 60 AND IT INCLUDE THE
AWARDWINNING EXPANSION
HELLSWORD. SOON IT’LL BE
COMING TO THE BINTENDO LITCH
AND FOR ONLY $3 YOU CAN GET
THE REST OF THE DLC FOR SIX
MONTHS BUT THAT OFFER’S ONLY
ON FOR TWOWEEKS IT’S A GREAT
DEAL YOU SHOULD TRY IT OUT IT’S
AN ONLINE GAME SOWE COULD
PLAY TOGETHER I JUST HAVE TO GET



Cherry is the mom of the group. If that mom
Was self-absorbed, lazy and love-crazy.

Typically, she is a calm and collected individual
Who seems to have her life together, She’s at
College, she has a job, she has a partnership
With CirclespaceTM. But the second
She gets a new partner in her life,
All bets are off.

She’s a woman with rose-tinted glasses
When in love, and thinks
About nothing else. Typically

a realist in situations, She
Really emodies ‘two sides of the
Same coin’.

But when it gets down to it, she’s
The one you can rely on. Mostly

Because there aren’t many options.

CHERR
Y HARTTHE CALM, COOL, GROOVY…

INTERVIEW!

I hear you have a large social media
Following. How does that play into
Your band’s popularity?

Isn’t Johnny the same age as you?

Yeah. That’s Fair.

I also hear you have a rather…
Interesting romantic life.

Oh… I’m sorry.

Oh! You have a girlfriend now?

What… This is so unfair. I can’t
Even get one.

Our only fan is Noah’s mom and she
Hates our music, so. I’d say it doesn’t.

Yeah… I just went through a breakup.

It’s okay, Johnny will get over it.
Besides, He was annoying my
girlfriend.

Two girlfriends.

But they’re counting on me to play
Bass, and theyre just kids so I figured
I’d humour them and stick around
Until they gave up. Look at their little
Faces, how can I say no?

Manchild.

She snaps a quick selfie and
Uploads it to social media.



THE RIVALRY!AND THEIR
RIVALS…

JASON

CHRISTOPHER

MAYA

HELENA

NICK

She’s the teen queen, and she thinks everyone
Wants to be her. She’s vain, arrogant, self-
Centred and, like, so cool! Helena loves to be
In control, because that way she can use it
Against you. There’s nothing she loves more
Than a little drama.

HELENA ST. CLAIR

HEAD CHEERLEADER, HOMECOMING QUEEN, PART TIME MODEL…

INTERVIEW!

The Rivalry is a band under the management of Ms. Angel. She brought the band together to defeat her
Nemesis, Mr. Devil. The band members include: Jason, A 12 year old boy from an all-boys catholic school
Who is rebelling from his parents to become a drummer; Christopher, A 16 year old boy who had a brief
stint in England as a member of a boy band; Maya, A shy video game nerd who likes to make anime music
Videos; Helena, A self-absorbed, yet love-crazy girl who is the ‘adult’ of the group; and Nick, A reckless,

Yet well-meaning idiot who’s short of a couple of brain cells. What, it sounds familiar?

This is just a warning. This
Isn’t much of an interview. She
wouldn’t get off of her phone

To talk to me.



Prim and Proper, the antithesis of his twin
Sister Helena. He prides himself on his class,
Intelligence and decorum, often berating his
Sister for her actions. Not that she cares. Lela
Also just happens to have a huge crush on him,
Just FYI.

Nick Lawson is your all-american, just-about-
perfect, guy. He’s smart, kind, physically fit and
Super outgoing. And it annoys Birthday Bash to
No end. He’s so disgustingly just… Just…

Ugh! He’s so nice?! It’s disgusting.

CHRISTOPHER ST. CLAIR

THE BOY WONDER…

NICK
LAWSON

RESIDEN
T NICE

GUY…

INTERVIEW!
How does someone become known
For being nice? Do people call you ‘ Nice
Guy Nick’?

Oh, I don’t know! I think people are
Just being sweet. I don’t think I’m
THAT nice.

Hmm… Humble, too. Name the nastiest
Thing you’ve done.

Damn. You really are the nicest.

Well, one time I *CENSORED*
*CENSORED* *CENSORED*

INTERVIEW!

I’m sorry?

…Did you just quote Shakespeare and Into
The Woods?

Hello, sweet maiden. Whither away
So hurriedly?

Did my heart love till now? forswear
it, sight! For I ne'er saw true beauty
till this night.

…My sister said these pickup lines
Would work for sure…

WHY WOULD YOU TELL ANYONE THAT ?!



While similar in many ways, there are some
Extreme differences between Jason and V, such
As… well… Uh… I-I’m sure there’s something!
Right? There has to be something different about
The two of them…

Maya is easily the kindest in the group, but she
Isn’t much of a talker. You may get some nervous
Bumbles, or if you’re lucky, a stuttered sentence,
But she’s not known for her wonderful
Conversational skills. She’s known for her epic
Keytar solos!

MAYA GARCIA

A HEART OF GOLD…

JAS
ON SMITHTHE REBEL SCHOOLBOY…

INTERVIEW!

People often compare you to V from
Birthday Bash - do you see the similarities?

Why do Birthday Bash get their own
Pages for interviews and we’re just
Getting small sections at the bottom
Of our page? Are we not important to
You? We’re pretty important to the plot,
I’ll have you know. I’m seriously sick of
Being pushed to the sidelines by idiots
Like you. I’ve HAD IT, OFFICIALLY.

Well, I see the similarities!

INTERVIEW!

Hi Maya, How are you?

Ayayayay abuabuabu,,..,hwkemsli

A-Are you okay? You know we only
Have a small amount of space for this
Interview…

Uh… I guess that’s all we have time for?

I-i–i I SOWwwy SOWywywi SO SORRY



MANAGERS





MS. ANG
ELFace the

angelic b
eauty of… MR. DEVIL

Deal with the Devlish Nature of..

CHERUB

CHERUBIM

MS. ANGEL

CERBERUS

HELLHOUND

MR. DEVIL



Somethin’ wrong, my friend?

Probably because he forgot
Your name.

Yes, can we hurry this up? I have a
Meeting in an hour and a business
Call with big G in two.

We’re on a first letter basis.

INTERVIEW!

We do.

We do.

Great point.

What, did you ask for Periwinkle
Costumes and they got ocean blue?

They’re hunters. I don’t need
assistant.

Don’t need. Want.

Hey, Hey, Hey… Lil’ Lady, Chill ouuut.
Ya’ gotta take a deep breath and relax
Sometimes, ya feel?

You ever read the bible, kiddo?

Where do we even start?

Might be a good place to start.

I have better ways to occupy my time
Than play fisticuffs with an emotionally
Stunted idiot.

I AM RELAXED!!!!

They are not Pets. They are my
Assistants and they’re SUPPOSED to be
Helping me get The Rivalry ready for the
Competition, but the bumbling idiots
Cant get anything right!

They are not Pets. They are my
Assistants and they’re SUPPOSED to be
Helping me get The Rivalry ready for the
Competition, but the bumbling idiots
Cant get anything right!

YES! AND THE SHOES DON’T EVEN
MATCH!

And how’s Satan these days? Oh wait,
You got thrown out of hell for being just.
That. Awful.

…

…So when did this feud start? Why do
You hate eachother so much?

I don’t think I have, sorry.

So there’s no information you can tell
Me unless I read that first? Like, what
Were your lives like before today? what
Started this feud? Why are you using
Record labels to fight instead of your
Fists?

Is ‘Big G’ God?

Let’s not fight at the beginning of your
Interview. We don’t want people thinking
You hate each other or anything!

Mr. Devil cracks his knuckles.

Ms. Angel’s phone goes off and
She picks it up, throwing it at

A wall.

Ms. Angel slaps one of the
Cherubs away from her, and it
Floats off, rolling into the other

cherubs and knocking them away
Like a game of snooker.

Ms. Angel’s stone tablet Phone gets
10 notifications.

Uh, N-No that’s not what I meant!

…Perhaps we should talk about
Something else… Uh… Like, your pets!
What are they and why does that dog
Have two heads, not three?

…And the dogs? They’re assistants
Too?

…But you need hunters?



VILLAINS



LEM
ONADE 4 SALE

MEET
THE MEMBERS oF…

INTERVIEW!

Uh… No? No thank you. Can we get to
The questions now?

Hello! Would you like to buy some girl
Scout cookies? We have Oatmeal,
Thin mint, Pecan, Apple Pie, Salt and
Vinegar, Cardiac Arrest, Chocolate,
Samoas and this dog treat I found on the
floor.

Thank you!

I don’t have that much money…

Fine! Have my money, here!

What does ‘Stacy Time’ entail?

We’ll give you your interview!

If you buy one of each cookie.

Stacy. Her teeth. Take them.

Pleasure doing business with you. To
answer your question, we’re not
interested in winning. We just want to
make a profit. The world WILL buy our
cookies. Or else, It’s Stacy time.

Let’s just say… you’ll be swimming with
The fishies. And Stacy flushes fishies
Down the toilet.

You’ll all get swirlies!

Wh- Michelle?! Why would you tell her!
Go away! You can’t play with us anymore!

The brunette girl snaps her
fingers.

The brunette girl runs off,
crying.

The short blonde walks towards
me, cracking her knuckles.

Girl Shout A.K.A LEMONADE 4 SALE got their name from their monthly lemonade stand sale outside
The old folk’s home in their hometown. They tried to tell everyone their band name is Girl Shout,
But there was confusion as to why their sign read ‘Lemonade 4 Sale’. They tried to explain, but

The townspeople were too stupid to understand. However, their lemonade and cookie business began to
Bring in more money than their band ever could, and their cookies and lemonade sell on the black market
For thousands. Michelle says that it’s thanks to their secret weapon. Punching people until they get money.

SUZI

MICHELLE

STACY



JUST A REALLY CUTE DOG

MEET THE MEMBERS oF…

INTERVIEW!

As a member of the Good Boy Alliance and the face of Doggy HR, in
charge of maintaining the adorable image of dogs everywhere, you
quickly rose to fame and your first tour sold out in every venue except
for Catville, AK where you have since been banned from entry. What do
you attest your fame to, you adorableness? your loving fan base? Your
time spent at Harvard?

ARF! ARF!

Incredible.

Do you have any parting wisdom you’d like to leave for your fans?

Adorable. Thank you for speaking with me today. Who’s a good boy?!
Who’s a good boy?!

…Eh?

WOOF!

ME! ME! I AM! I’M A GOOD BOY!

Cookie, Sibling to Cream, Nacho, Bean and Big Bow Wow, Is the world’s certified Cutest Dog. He doesn’t
Sing, He doesn’t dance, he doesn’t play instruments. Which is what makes his performance so captivating
To audiences. He’s just a little guy. A funny little guy. Look at his cute little nose - it’s shaped like a heart!

How could you not love this little cutie pie? What do you mean, you don’t love him? Are you a heartless, sick
Individual? Do you hate dogs? If you don’t express your undying love for dogs, are you even a good person?
BRAIN WASHING? I HAVE NO IDEA WHAT YOU ARE REFERRING TO. HE’S JUST A DOGGIE.

COOKIE



MEET THE MEMBERS oF…

INTERVIEW!

I’m here with the voice actors for
KeroNeko, uh, what are your names again?

Bibidi Bibidi Nyoyoyo Libidi!

*Frog Croak*

The Voice Actor that plays
Neko lights a cigarette and

Relaxes In his chair.

The X-Files Theme Plays, Followed
By the sounds of people screaming

For help from the TV.

…Anyway. How did the network manage
To enter a fictional kids show character
Into a real life battle of the bands contest?

They guest starred the band Birthday Bash
On one of their episodes, it was kinda meta.
The band kept screaming ‘Help! Get me out
Of the TV!’, As if they were transported
There somehow… Then they battled Kero
And Neko in an epic guitar-shredding
Showdown! That must have been a fun
Recording session!

Then how did they…

… Am I going to have to put up with this
All day?

Seriously. I’m here to interview you as a
Person. Not your character. Please, stop
This nonsense.

I’ll translate. He said ‘ What do you mean?

Ridiculous. We never recorded any such
Episode like that.

Nyahaha! Ruuuude.

Finally! I can relax and be myself.
I’m so sick of playing a stupid kids
Show character.

*Frog Croak Part 2*

KERONEKO is 123CARTOON’S most popular TV show of all time! It follows the story of an adorable cat
And frog duo as they venture space, facing off against various enemies of equal adorable fluffiness! The
Show has a cult following amongst older fans for its unique animation style and fun writing, as well as
Spawning a convention based around the franchise. Recently, there was controversy surrounding the

Show as they depicted a particularly meta story arc where a band called ‘Birthday Bash’ got trapped in
The TV, traumatising children across the nation. The show is currently on hiatus.

NEKO
KERO



… BIRTHD
AY BASH!FEAT

URING…

NOAH
LELA

JOHNNY

CHERRY

V



Wait… You tried to- and then you went
To jail… and now you’re…

FEUD
MEET THE MEMBERS oF…

INTERVIEW!

I saw your posters on the way here.

You like? I put a lot of effort into them,
If I do say so myself ~ Wait… You tried to- and then you went

To jail… and now you’re…

They were WANTED posters. There’s
literally a warrant for your arrest,
prize money and everything.

You escaped prison and you’re on the
run. Shouldn’t you just… I don’t know.
Serve your sentence?

But wont the person you tried to kill
be campaigning for your arrest?

GOD, You try and kill someone ONE
TIME and the world gets hung up on it.
Like, can’t people get over it?

But that’s so booooooring. I wanna be
a big famous rock star, and now the
world knows my name! It’s my time to
shine!

No, It’s fine. I forgave her a long time
ago.

Yeah, we’re hired assassins. But after
we tried to kill each other and got
caught, we went to the same cell
together and, well…

WE’RE IN LOVE!

Yeah, what’s so confusing?

‘Cuz.

I’m not sure I can keep up with this.
You’re enemies to lovers that went
to jail together and escaped to start a
rock band?

The why. WANTED
DEAD OR ALIVE

Reward from the Woodsville Police Force

$5,000,000

ANA
MARIE



ADELINA SERAFINA MARIA ROSSI

MEET THE MEMBERS oF…

INTERVIEW!

Hi, Thanks for inviting me into you
Castle.

Oh, DAAAAAAHLING, don’t bother
With the formalities, make yourself
Feel at home!

…Uh. Thank you, well! My first question
Is in regards to your identity. It says on
This site that –

W-well… y-your die-hard fans were just
Wondering if… well, if… If your real
Name was… Linda… Sketcher?

…Right. So you have no affiliation
With Linda Sketcher, no blood relations?

… You sound exactly like her. Are you
In hiding - why do you have so many
Identities?

Oh. Sorry about the mess. Continue,
Darling. GERALD!!!!

What? Oh! That is what you were
Asking me. Oh, no, no, no… how
Preposterous… No, no… That was
Not me. My name is Adelina
Serafina Maria Rossi and definitely
NOT Sarah St. Clair who has been
Legally dead since 1972.

No, but I love that song. ‘It’s a Linda
World, and I’m a - LINDA GIRL!’

GERALD!!! OFF WITH HER HEAD!!!

You were saying, sweetie?

LINDA

A.K.A

ADELINA

SERAFINA

MARIA

ROSSI

Adelina Serafina Maria Rossi is famous for performing in Opera houses all across Europe, as well as
Within America. There is a rumour going around that she’s actually an old one-hit-wonder star from the
80s called Linda Sketcher. She had a hit called ‘Linda’s World’, which became famous because of how
Utterly terrible it is. Adelina on the other hand is the highest paid female opera singer out of all opera
Singers in the state of Michigan between the ages of 50 - 60 years old who have back problems and an

Expansive collection of soap opera box sets.

Her forceful grip suddenly smashes
The wine glass she was holding.

A terrified looking butler quickly
Scuttles in, picks up the glass
With his bare hands and runs

Off.

Gerald and Adelina chase me out
Of the house, while Adelina sings a
Note high enough to shatter all the
Windows and glasses in her castle.



INTERVIEW!
So, which one of you is the
original Chloe?

Yeah, that clears things up.

Oh. That was easier than I
imagined. At least our readers
will now be able to tell which one
is the original Chloe!

Wait, you two look the same -
Which one are you, then?

Which Chloe?

I am!

She’s lying to you, darling.
I’M the original Chloe!

N-No! I-I’m the original
Chloe, Sorry! ><

I’m Chloe!

The blue-haired one?

AAAALRIGHT! NOW CAN YOU
GO AWAY? WE GOT WORK TO DO!

Eep! I-I’m so sorry! Chloe’s just in a
Bad mood! Chloe, can you tell Chloe
And Chloe to stop Chloe-ing?

How about you mind your business,
kiddo?!

Psst, Hey. I’m the original Chloe. We
Usually have a number of ponytails
Depending on what number of Chloe
We are, but we got into an argument
And they wont stop pretending to be
Me. God… This is the ninth time I’ve
Accidentally cloned myself. Mom’s
Gonna be pissed.

A fight breaks out between all of
the Chloes.

CHLOE AND THE CHLONES
MEET

THE MEMBERS oF…

Chloe and the Chlones is a band started by 17 year old Chloe Albright, who fell asleep inside a grandfather
Clock and travelled through time… Hey, Chloes, is this real? You think I can make something like that up?
It didn’t even happen to you, I’M the original Chloe! …Anyway, Chloe Albright woke up the next morning to

Find she’d cloned herself, and figured there was only one thing to do…
START A ROCKIN’ BAND!!!!

CHLOE

CHLOE

CHLOE CHLOE

CHLOE



THE MOBSTUHS

MEET THE MEMBERS oF…

INTERVIEW!

So, Boss, it’s a bold move to show your
Face so publicly when you work in an
Area such as your own.

Yeah, I live in a rough neighbourhood,
Showing your face around here… It’s
Tough.

Oh, no. Area was a figure of speech.
I mean, like, your work area. The sector
You work in, you know…

WOAH, HEY, Uh… Could you not do
That, like… here? Now?

Wait, what? Fashion?

Th-Then why are you dressed like that?

B-But your ad says you’ll “deal with”
People.

Oh. So what’s with the whole mob thing?
Is it just a gimmick?

Ah, yeah… You know. Once you show
Your face like I do, there’s no going
Back into hiding.

Ah, yeah… You know. Once you show
Your face like I do, there’s no going
Back into hiding.

…yeah. I’m a fashion stylist.

You wouldn’t get it.

Yeah, Fashion EMERGENCIES!
Hellooo?

EY! Fashion ain’t a gimmick,
Sweetheart. And if you insult while
I’m wearing Van Zandt again…

Ey, Boss… we got the, uh… Stuffs.

What’s this broad got against fashion,
Eh Boss?

TEENY

TINYSKINNY

BOSS

TOM

The mobstuhs are a gang of 5 who have people all over, and if you need any
Help. You just call Boss. She’ll have ‘em dealt with in a second. Boss is a master
At getting your deliveries to you In a second, and having people dealt with and
Taken care of. With her team behind her, she’ll have you looking like one of

Them in a minute.

Boss draws a line across her
Throat with her finger. I’ve been

Threatened enough today.



ALPHA:DELT
AMEET

THE MEMBERS oF…

INTERVIEW!
Hello, Are you ready to start
the interview?

What is a personality core?
Where did they lose it?

Have you tried to get it back?

Huuuh… perhaps we could get back to
My question? Where did they lose the
Core?

One minute, searching…

Kyakyakya…Well, you see… It was our
First performance, and it got sort of… wild.
we used to be animatronics for children’s
parties at a pizza restaurant, but… those
hoo-man children… they were terrible…

This little brat Girl Scout stole J-15’s
personality core! All because they wouldn’t
dance for her!

No. J-15 was a bad robot anyway. They
scared all the kids away, they would run
screaming. But since we started our band,
people are screaming FOR us and not
because we’re holding them by their necks!

Now I enjoy hearing the hoo-mans scream!
(●'◡'●)

They would kick us, and cry when they saw
us… they were so mean! (●'^'●)

OK, here’s what I’ve found.
In 1842, The Mines Act becomes -

STOP! That isn’t what she asked, ya
Hunk a’ junk! Sorry about our friend,
He lost his personality core.

KYAKYAKYA!! This hoo-man doesn’t
Know what a personality core is!!
That explains why she is so bland!

Hyuhyuhyu. And Ugly. Very ugly.

J-9’s hand turns into a multi-tool
pocket knife and I grab my bag

and run as fast as I can.

From Girl Scouts, to Prison Escapees and now… Robots?! Created by Dr.
DJ Jeremiah of the famous Jeremiah lineage, ALPHA:DELTA his the scene with

a boom. Literally. Their forgotten fifth member, J-16, short-circuited. It
resulted in a gruesome scene. People are still finding nuts and bolts in the

arena to this day.

J-15

THE
BIG J

J-9

J-3



THE BLORPS

MEET THE MEMBERS oF…

Pop Group, The Blorps, are said to have taken inspiration from the soundtrack
To a movie they watched set in the 1960s about three toddlers who break into
A bar to play music, by disguising themselves in a trench coat. They are a retro

Pop group with a love for peace, harmony and total world domination.
If you are a world leader, err on the side of caution when approaching.

INTERVIEW!

Welcome to planet earth! Ahh, You’re all
So small and adorable!

Why, thank you! Doesn’t it terrify
You, alien life form?

You know what? I was scared to
Interview you, but you guys are all right!

Yeah sure, oh look at me! I’m so scared!
Aaaahhhhh……

Okay yeah, You guys do that I’ll be over
Here while you have your fun, okay?
Buh-Bye now.

I wouldn’t say I was terrified, no.
Perhaps I was at first when you appeared
In your disguise, but once I realised you
Were just three tiny aliens stacked in a
Giant coat, it became cute.

You know ‘Synonymous’, but you don’t
Know what ‘cute’ means?

Unacceptable! We will take nothing less
than your full, unbridled fear!

AHA! You see, Blee Blorp? We have
Terrified them! Now we must commence
Phase 2: Integration through ‘music’ and
Then…WE EAT THEIR LEADER

*HYMNIC GARGLING SOUNDS*

…Cute? Bling Blorp, Don’t you
Think that sounds rather
demeaning? I do not believe that
Word is synonymous with ‘scary’.

Our only prior knowledge of earth
Was a ‘movie’ in which three
Toddlers stack themselves in a
Trench coat and sneak into a bar.

Yeah, and we needed to sneak into
Earth and eat your leader, so I
Suggested we wear a trench coat
To hide. Turns out you still knew
We were aliens.

We thank you for being terrified, alien!
We are forever grateful, We will never
Forget your bravery! I salute you!

BLING
BLORP

BLEE
BLORP

BUZZ
BLORP

THE
BLORPINATOR






